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 Joanna Young Learning for Life Partnership [163] 18 September 2020

Leighton LAB   Minutes   06/02/2020

Leighton  Thursday, February 6, 2020   5pm Chair: Diane Ridings   Clerk: Carole Self   

FINAL: The minutes are confirmed and locked.

Governors Attending:
>Joanna Young, Marie Speake, Rachael Dean, Samantha Thompson, Nicola Kay, Diane Ridings, Ian Baxter, Shelly Daniels, 
Emma Allen, Su Hawkes 
 

Governors Apologies: >

Non Governors Attending: >Carole Self,

Non Governors Apologies: >

Agenda Item 1  Welcome and Apologies for Absence

MINUTE
The Chair reminded Members to confirm attendance for both parts of the meeting on Trust Governor.  She also confirmed that Governors would now be known
and referred to as Members to take into account the role of the Local Advisory Board as outlined in the scheme of delegation.

The Chair asked that security badges be updated to take into account the change in Member status.

Agenda Item 2  Declaration of Personal/Pecuniary Interests

MINUTE  None

Agenda Item 3  Declaration of Any Other Business

MINUTE  No other business to be discussed was declared.

Agenda Item 4  Finance Update

MINUTE

The Principal provided a verbal update on the financial position confirming that all was on track with the exception of the purchase of staff ipads equating to
£14K.  Members were advised that there were not enough funds in the budget for this, however the expenditure had now been approved at Director level.

Members were advised of the difficulties currently experienced with the number of devices being connected to Broadband and the likely costs of £2K to
improve this going forward.

The Principal confirmed that the overall budget was on track although it might be necessary to vire funds from different budget lines as expenditure occurs. 

Agenda Item 5  Part One Minutes of the Last Meeting

MINUTE

The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as a true and accurate record subject to the minor amendment in relation to the action on
skills audit which should relate to DR.

 

DECISION  The minutes of the meeting dated 21st November 2019 were confirmed as a true and accurate record subject to the minor amendment in relation
to the action on skills audit which should relate to DR.

Agenda Item 6  Matters Arising

MINUTE

 The following matters arising were reviewed:

Include Governor Membership on the next meeting agenda (included on the February agenda)  Action Completed
 DR to update and circulate skills matrix document before the end of term
 Include the critical incident plan on the meeting agenda (included on the February agenda) Action Completed
 DR to upload a schedule of planned governance visits for December   Action Completed
 Governors to inform DR of any planned visits or training  Action Completed
 NK to review Governor Safeguarding and PREVENT training requirements

Agenda Item 7  Headteacher's Report

MINUTE
The Principal presented the report confirming that the school had not as yet received the indepth data however the report did include some predictions for
levels of development for KS1 and KS2. 

Members were advised that the Trust was in the process of finalising cross Trust Principal reports, which would streamline reporting, examples of which were
in the Autumn the focus would be on the SATs results and SDP linked to the SEF then as the year progresses, the focus would be much more on data and
standards.  Members were shown an example of the new Principal Report.

The Principal confirmed that the Trust was now using the Fischer Family Trust (FFT) information tool which was used some years ago.  Given that schools now
had the benefit of the new assessment framework FFT was reported as a really good tool to use as it used national data to help predict what aspirational
targets might be set at KS1 for achievement at KS2.  The Principal advised that aspirational targets were set using achievements for the top 50/20 and 5 of
schools and that currently the Trust had decided to use FFT50 as there may well be some areas where schools are close to achieving. Members were reminded
that the school had a very challenging and low attainment Year 6 cohort who had received alot of intervention.  She advised that at KS1 these pupils were
achieving 36% and were predicted to achieve 67%. Q. How would FFT work on Progress? The Headteacher confirmed that FFT was based on Attainment,
however the school was expecting Progress to be nearer to Zero because the baseline was low.  Q. How soon will the results be available i.e. before the
next meeting?  The Principal confirmed that this would be available for the next meeting.  Members were also advised that Ofsted would not look at internal
school data they would only look at national standardised tests which would be available from 28th February 2020.  The Principal confirmed that predictions
would be made following the standardised tests. 

Members were advised that at KS1 for the current Year 6 Greater Depth was zero however this was currently predicted at 10% which would increase the
Progress score.  Members were advised of the booster sessions in place to support all pupils including Pupil Premium (PP) children.  

Members were surprised that this was the first year that the school had not been oversubscribed however they agreed that it aligned with the low
numbers in Nursery attributed to low birth rates.  The Principal confirmed that the school had received 35 first place applications and 80 in total
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so there there were opportunities for Parents to still choose the school.  Members agreed that an Ofsted rating of "Good" would improve pupil
numbers and were advised that allocations would not be until the 16th April 2020.  

The Principal reminded Members that preparations were in place for the loss of 30 pupils next year as the school had taken on an extra 30 for the Local
Authority which would be factored into the 3 year budgetting. 

The significant increase in the number of SEN children compared to the last IDSR was noted along with the number of EHCP applications in progress which was
not only having an impact on the budget but also on staffing and behaviour, although the Safeguarding team was positive about behaviour.

Accelerated Reader was reported to be working well, although the school was continually encouraging children to read with parents and battling with screen
time.  Q. What contact do you have with parents, do you advise them that this is a problem?  The Principal confirmed that there are difficult
conversations with some parents supportive and some not.  Members discussed initiatives to improve reading and behaviour overall which included consoles
for some children being kept at school; inviting Parents in to read and having a mystery reader at the end of the day for 15 minutes.

Talk for Writing feedback was that it was quite constraining now that the school was 3 years into the programme although overall it had had positive
feedback. Members were advised that the school was trialling Read to Write which had been designed by someone who delivers the training for Talk for
Writing so hopefully there will be some compatibility.  The Principal confirmed that the investment for this was £2K and would support Teachers with their
workload. 

  

 

 

Agenda Item 8  Quality of Teaching and Learning Report

MINUTE

Members attention was drawn to the report uploaded that day undertaken by ST.  The Curriculum update was highlighted including the priorities
for each subject.  Members agreed that the curriculum work was really good with consistency across the board.  

 

Agenda Item 9  Critical Incident Plan

MINUTE

The Principal presented the plan however she highlighted the work required on the lockdown procedure following the safeguarding meeting although
everyone was hopeful that this would never have to be used.  The Principal confirmed that this would be discussed with staff in March, then the policy would
be further updated and brought back for in the summer term.  Members agreed to review the policy again at a future meeting.  

 

ACTION  Review the critical incident plan at a future meeting. JY

Agenda Item 10  Review progress of SDP against targets

MINUTE

The Principal confirmed that both the SDP and SEF were sent out separately.  Members agreed that they were aware of the priorities.

The Principal confirmed that she had been given some guidance by Directors around the SEF which involved a re-write, the National Leader for Education
(NLE) had also observed that there was not enough positives in this about the curriculum.  Members agreed that the school as described in the latest IDSR was
not the same as it is now given that the data related to 2017/18 and that the demographics had changed significantly.  

Members were encouraged to review the SEF.  The Principal reported that she thought the school would have been judged as "good" last year based on the
data.  Attainment for Year 6 was reported as good which was not the case for Early Years partly attributed to the issues with technology and the distractions
this brings. Members were advised that the NLE was happy with the changes made and was still grading the school as "good" recognising that the data in 2019
was "requires improvement" although the school was on a journey of better Progess in 2020. 

 

Agenda Item 11  Receive the SEF

MINUTE  The update on the SEF was reported under item 10.

Agenda Item 12  Receive External Advisors Report

MINUTE  This was reported under item 10

Agenda Item 13  Safeguarding Update

MINUTE

Members were updated on the visit by the Local Authority KCSIE team who were very positive about the school and what it was doing.  Members
were advised that most of the elements on the plan were covered and the team were struggling to find action points.  Members were advised that
the main element as previously discussed was in relation to the lockdown procedure. 

The Principal agreed the feedback was really positive although it was quite an intense day as it not only covered Safeguarding, it also included health and
safety, behaviour and a review of the single central record.  

Members agreed it was good to receive positive feedback from external visitors particularly about the behaviour of children.  

NK will be looking at how they risk assess educational visits as part of her link governor role.  Thanks were recorded to NK.

ACTION  Include the risk assessment of educational visits on the next meeting agenda. NK

Agenda Item 14  Governing Body Membership

MINUTE

 The Local Advisory Board discussed the following aspects of their membership:

Following the end of tenure for MS as a Teacher Member, the Principal confirmed that staff had been approached to elect another Teacher Member
however no-one came forward and MS agreed to stand again.  The re-appointment was supported by Members.
The Chair for the LAB was due to expire on the 20th February.  DR agreed to continue in the role and Members supported this appointment until 2022.

Agenda Item 15  Communications to/from MAT

MINUTE
The Chair confirmed that a full list of governor visits undertaken had been uploaded to Trust Governor.  The following updates were provided to Members:

History - SH reported that the focus was continuity through the school which was much improved.
R.E. - SD and SH reported on the positives and learning from the visit and how well the new staff member was finding her way through.
German - members were advised of the difficulties with evidencing oral learning although alot of work was reported as being undertaken but it needs to be
captured. 
Safeguarding traffic operations – SH reported on how children were taking ownership of this with the involvement of two safety officers.  Q. Do you have
any visits from the PCSO?  The Principal confirmed that they did and in fact the school had a strong relationship as they were not only part of the traffic
work but also general safeguarding.  
D.T. - EA confirmed that she had looked at the books which she was really impressed with particulary by the student reflection and self-evaluation which was
really good. Good coverage of the subject was reported.
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Computing - SH reported on the use of Purple Mash and the fact that this was being streamlined to priorities i.e. purely computing.  Feedback from KS2
children and 1 Year class from KS1 was that they were really enjoying it.  Q. Did it come up about the computers not working?  SH said it had as they could
not log on.  

The Chair thanked Members for their visits.

Agenda Item 16  Governor Visit Reports

MINUTE  This was reported under item 15

Agenda Item 17  Governor Training

MINUTE

 The following training was reported:

Safer recruitment undertaken by DR and due to undertaken by NK 

New members were asked whether they needed any further training to undertake their role.  New Members agreed that they were learning well.  The Chair
suggested that training provided by Cheshire East be reviewed as required.

Agenda Item 18  Policy Review/Approval

MINUTE  The Principal confirmed that the Trust had undertaken a partnership consultation in relation to admissions which was now in place for the next 7 years. 
Members were advised that it was the Admissions Policy for 20/21 that had to be consulted upon.  Members approved the policies accordingly.

DECISION  Members approved the Admissions policies for 20/21 and 21/22

Agenda Item 19  Date of Next Meeting

MINUTE  The date of the next meeting was confirmed as Wednesday 25th March 2020.

   Governor Agreed Actions set during this meeting:  2

Review the critical incident plan at a future meeting.

For: 25/03/2020 By:  Joanna Young

Include the risk assessment of educational visits on the next meeting agenda.

For: 25/03/2020 By:  Nicola Kay

 
Part 1 Local Advisory Board Spring 1 2020   dated:  06/02/2020
 Minutes approved by Joanna Young                                 


